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CCBR	Exome-seq Pipeline	(and	other	
pipelines,	too!)
• Streamline	and	expedite	delivery	of	actionable	variants	for	a	wide	
range	of	projects
• Tumor/Normal,	Tumor-only,	and	Germline	variant	discovery
• Data	sets	ranging	from	one	to	thousands	of	samples
• Both	mouse	and	human	(and	potentially	other	model	organisms,	as	well)
• Easily	used	and	interpreted	by	a	wide	range	of	expertise
• Meet	QC	requirements	of	Sequencing	Facilities	for	seamless	delivery
• Operate	within	framework	for	other	pipelines…



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing
• RNAseq-var (available	soon)

• Other	pipelines,	too:
• ChIP-seq
• RNAseq
• mirSeq
• more	coming…



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing
• RNAseq-var (available	soon)



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing

• Two	variant	calling	“flavors”
• Germline

• Heritable	disease-causing	variation	(i.e.,	familial/trio	design),	population-level	analyses	
(i.e.,	GWAS),	cell	lines,	etc.

• Somatic
• Tumor/Normal	or	Tumor-only	variants

• Very	different	expectations	in	terms	of	variant	detection



Germline	vs	Somatic	Variant	Calling

• Potentially	very	different	allele	frequency	expectations

Germline	- ~0.5	read	proportions Somatic	- ~0.3	read	proportions



Germline	vs	Somatic	Variant	Calling

• Potentially	very	different	allele	frequency	expectations
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Suppl. Fig S2. Impact of sequencing depth on variant calling. 
Depicted is the number of true positive SNVs detected in NA12878 replicates with different 
mean genome-wide coverages. Only SNV calls in both ECR and GiaB high confidence regions 
were considered (total number of true positives = 2,618,794). Genome-wide coverages of 7X 
and 30X are indicated by the vertical grey dash lines. For a genome sequenced at mean 30X, 
around 99% of the SNVs are detected. However, for a genome sequenced at mean 7X coverage, 
less than half of the true positive SNVs are detected. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

the 2.7% of the GiaB high-confidence region that is not reliably
sequenced are presented in SI Appendix. Overall, these analyses
indicate that the current technology and sequencing conditions
generate highly accurate sequence data and SNV calls over a
large proportion of the genome.
The full extent of sequence generated for a single genome is

greater than what is defined by the boundaries of GiaB. It should
be noted that the various genome-sequencing initiatives use
different reporting of what is sequenced (“accessible genome”),
what is sequenced confidently, and whether these estimates are
reported for an individual genome or for the collective analysis
of multiple genomes. Our work specifically presents the genome
calls for a single individual benchmarked against the complete
sequence [total chromosomal length of autosomes and chro-
mosome (Chr)X, 3,031 Mb] and against the community standard
(GiaB; on autosomes + ChrX, 2,215 Mb) (SI Appendix, Table
S2). For a single individual, we map the sequence on 90–95%
of the genome—and 84% of a single genome is reported at
high confidence (see below). In contrast, several published
sequencing projects (2–5) describe genome coverage com-
puted from the combination of all genomes—not for an in-
dividual genome. Using similar metrics as those in the current
work for one 7× mean coverage 1000 Genomes Project sample
(HG02541), we find that the loss of coverage genome-wide
translates into severe loss of coverage of genes and variants
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2). For example, the American College of
Medical Genetics and Genomics recommends that laborato-
ries performing clinical sequencing seek and report mutations
of 56 genes (10). At 7× mean coverage, none of the exonic
bases for those genes in HG02541 would be covered at 30×,
30% would be covered at 10×, and 84% would be covered at 5×.
Therefore, low-coverage genomes are not suitable for clinical use
because they can only generate confidence sequence for a frac-
tion of the genome.
We also undertook the analysis of structural and copy-number

variation using the set of 200 NA12878 replicas (SI Appendix). For
short indels, the average precision and recall rates were 97.80%
and 86.32%, respectively, but with unsatisfactory reproducibility
(SI Appendix, Table S3). For structural variation larger than 50 bp
and for copy-number variation, precision estimates were below
77%, recall was below 36%, and less than 53% of the calls could
be highly reproduced (SI Appendix, Table S1). Overall, these re-
sults indicate that the identification of structural and copy-number

variation using this short-read technology is unsatisfactory for
clinical use if not supported by orthogonal technologies.

The Metrics of 10,000 Genomes. The confidence regions established
from sequencing of NA12878 and for 100 unrelated genomes
served to guide the analysis of 10,545 human genomes. These
samples cover various human populations, admixture, and an-
cestries (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We first defined an extended
confidence region (ECR) that includes the high-confidence GiaB
regions and the highly reproducible regions extending beyond
the boundaries of GiaB (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). The ECR en-
compasses 84% of the human genome, and includes 91.5% of
the human exome sequence (GENCODE; 96 Mb), which is
consistent with recent reports on coverage of the human exome
in whole-genome analyses (11). We also examined the relevance
for clinical variant calls: 28,831 of 30,288 (95.2%) unique ClinVar
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/) and HGMD (www.hgmd.
cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php) pathogenic variant positions are found in
the ECR. We have now confirmed that 373 Mb (86%) of the
additional 435 Mb of confident sequence in the ECR is also de-
fined as high-confidence in the recently released GiaB v3.2.
For 10,545 genomes, the ECR included over 150 million SNVs

at 146 million unique chromosomal positions. The mean SNV
density in the ECR is 56.59 per 1 kb of sequence. However, there
are differences across chromosomes: Chr1 is the least variable
(55.12 SNVs per kb) and Chr16 the most variable (61.26 SNVs
per kb) of the autosomal chromosomes. SNV density on ChrX is
35.60 SNVs per kb, but this estimate only considers female ge-
nomes (n = 6,320). A lower mutation rate of variation on the X
chromosome than on autosomes is thought to reflect purifying
selection of deleterious recessive mutations on hemizygous
chromosomes (12). Diversity is further reduced by the effective
population size of the X chromosome, because males only carry
one copy (13). The SNV density on ChrY is 12.70 SNVs per kb,
also consistent with previous research (14); however, only male
genomes (n = 4,225) are considered here, and only 15% of the
single Y chromosome is included in the ECR (SI Appendix, Fig.
S4). The definition of ECR allowed for more high-confidence calls
than those identified in GiaB (SI Appendix, Table S4). This is il-
lustrated by the confident identification of 3,390 ClinVar and
HGMD pathogenic variant sites identified in the 10,545 genomes:
2,628 (77.5%) were called in the GiaB region, whereas 3,191
(94.1%) could be called in the ECR (SI Appendix, Table S4).

A B

Fig. 1. Effective genome coverage and sequence reproducibility. (A) Analysis of the relationship of mean coveragewith effective genome coverage uses 100 NA12878
replicates with coverage <30×, 200 replicates with mean coverage 30× to 40×, and 25 replicates with coverage >40×. Vertical gray lines highlight mean target coverage
of 7× and 30×. Each sequencing replicate is plotted at 10× (blue) and 30× (orange) effective minimal genome coverage. (B) Analysis of reproducibility uses NA12878
genomes at 30× to 40× mean coverage (two clustering chemistries, v1 and v2, each n = 100 replicas) to assess the consistency of base calling at each position in the
whole genome. The analysis of reproducibility is then extended to 100 unrelated genomes (25 genomes permain ancestry group, African, European, and Asian, and for
25 admixed individuals). The color bars represent degree of consistency (blue, 100%; light blue, ≥90%; orange, ≥10 to <90%; red, <10%; black, failed).

11902 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1613365113 Telenti et al.

Telenti et	al.,	2016	PNAS

• ~30X	target	for	genome	data	(below)
• ~50X	target	for	exome,	due	to	increased	depth	variance
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• ~30X	target	for	genome	data	(below)
• ~50X	target	for	exome,	due	to	increased	depth	variance

average, 35 million reads per sample mapped to this region by
WGS, corresponding to a mean coverage of 39× (Table S1). We
first focused on the analysis of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs).
The mean (range) number of SNVs detected was 84,192
(82,940–87,304) by WES and 84,968 (83,340–88,059) by WGS.
The mean number of SNVs per sample called by both methods
was 81,192 (∼96% of all variants) (Fig. S1A). For 99.2% of these
SNVs, WES and WGS yielded the same genotype, and 62.4% of
these concordant SNVs were identified as heterozygous (Fig.
S1B). These results are similar to those obtained in previous WES
studies (1, 5, 22). Most of the remaining SNVs (329 of 415) with
discordant genotypes for these two techniques were identified as
homozygous variants by WES and as heterozygous variants by
WGS (Fig. S1B).
We then investigated, in WES and WGS data, the distribution

of the two main parameters assessing SNV quality generated by
the GATK variant-calling process (18): coverage depth (CD),
corresponding to the number of aligned reads covering a single
position; and genotype quality (GQ), which ranges from 0 to 100
(higher values reflect more accurate genotype calls). We also
assessed the minor-read ratio (MRR), which was defined as the
ratio of reads for the less covered allele (reference or variant al-
lele) over the total number of reads covering the position at which
the variant was called. Overall, we noted reproducible differences
in the distribution of these three parameters between WES and
WGS. The distribution of CD was skewed to the right in the WES
data, with a median at 50× but a mode at 18×, indicating low levels
of coverage for a substantial proportion of variants (Fig. 1A). By
contrast, the distribution of CD was normal-like for the WGS
data, with the mode and median coinciding at 38× (Fig. 1A). We
found that 4.3% of the WES variants had a CD of <8×, versus
only 0.4% of the WGS variants. The vast majority of variants called
by WES or WGS had a GQ close to 100. However, the proportion
of variants called by WES with a GQ of <20 (3.1%) was, on av-
erage, twice that for WGS (1.3%) (Fig. 1B). MRR followed a
similar overall distribution for WES and WGS heterozygous var-
iants, but peaks corresponding to values of MRR of 1/7, 1/6, 1/5,
and 1/4 were detected only for the WES variants (Fig. 1C). These
peaks probably corresponded mostly to variants called at a posi-
tion covered by only 7, 6, 5, and 4 reads, respectively. The overall

distributions of these parameters indicated that the variants
detected by WGS were of higher and more uniform quality than
those detected by WES.
Next, we looked specifically at the distribution of these pa-

rameters for the variants with genotypes discordant between WES
and WGS, denoted as discordant variants. The distribution of CD
for WES variants showed that most discordant variants had low
coverage, at about 2×, with a CD distribution very different from
that of concordant variants (Fig. S2A). Moreover, most discor-
dant variants had a GQ of <20 and an MRR of <0.2 for WES
(Fig. S2B). By contrast, the distributions of CD, GQ, and MRR
were very similar between WGS variants discordant with WES
results and WGS variants concordant with WES results (Fig. S2).
All these results indicate that the discordance between the ge-
notypes obtained by WES and WGS was largely due to the low
quality of WES calls for the discordant variants. We therefore
conducted subsequent analyses by filtering out low-quality vari-
ants. We retained SNVs with a CD of ≥8× and a GQ of ≥20, as
previously suggested (24), and with an MRR of ≥0.2. Overall,
93.8% of WES variants and 97.8% of WGS variants satisfied the
filtering criterion (Fig. S3A). We recommend the use of these
filters for projects requiring high-quality variants for analyses of
WES data. More than half (57.7%) of the WES variants filtered
out were present in the flanking 50-bp regions whereas fewer
(37.6%) of the WGS variants filtered out were present in these
regions. In addition, 141 filtered WES variants and 70 filtered WGS
variants per sample concerned the 2 bp adjacent to the exons,
which are key positions for splicing. After filtering, the two plat-
forms called an average of 76,195 total SNVs per sample, and the
mean proportion of variants for which the same genotype was
obtained with both techniques was 99.92% (range, 99.91–99.93%).
We then studied the high-quality (HQ) variants satisfying the

filtering criterion but called by only one platform. On average,
2,734 variants (range, 2,344–2,915) were called by WES but not
by WGS (Fig. S3A), and 6,841 variants (5,623–7,231) were called

Table 1. Specific regions of the genome covered by WES using
the 71-Mb ± 50 bp kit

Exon status

Exons from
protein-coding

genes

lincRNA miRNA snoRNAAll CCDS

Fully included 180,830 147,131 554 1,171 252
Partially included 129,946 34,892 855 94 93
Fully excluded 64,921 5,762 25,389 1,782 1,111

Total 375,697 187,785 26,798 3,047 1,456

Four types of genomic units were analyzed: exons from protein-coding
genes, microRNA (miRNA) exons, small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) exons, and
large intergenic noncoding RNA (lincRNA) exons as defined in Ensembl Bio-
mart (19). We determined the number of these units using the R Biomart
package (20) on the GRCh37/hg19 reference. We first considered exons from
protein-coding genes (denoted as “All”) obtained from Ensembl. The intronic
essential splice sites (i.e., the two intronic bp at the intron/exon junction) were
not included in our analysis of exons. Then we focused on protein-coding
exons with a known CDNA coding start and CDNA coding end that were pre-
sent in CCDS transcripts (21). For the counts, we excluded one of the duplicated
units of the same type, or units entirely included in other units of the same
type (only the longest unit would be counted in this case). We then deter-
mined the number of the remaining units that were fully or partly covered
when considering the genomic regions defined by the Agilent Sure Select
Human All Exon kit 71 Mb (v4 + UTR) with the 50-bp flanking regions.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the three main quality parameters for the variations
detected by WES or WGS. (A) Coverage depth (CD), (B) genotype quality
(GQ) score, and (C) minor-read ratio (MRR). For each of the three parame-
ters, we show the average over the six WES (red) and the six WGS (turquoise)
samples in SNVs (Left), insertions (Center), and deletions (Right).

5474 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1418631112 Belkadi et al.
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• >50X	target	for	germline	
exome
• >100X	target	for	somatic	
exome
• Tumor	purity	≥50%	(ideally	
≥60%	for	copy	number	calling)



Exome	vs	Whole	Genome	Sequencing



Exome	vs	Whole	Genome	Sequencing
• Exome	Sequencing
• Covers	~2%	of	genome
• Allows	for	high	depth	targeting
• Most	reasonable	option	for	somatic	variant	analysis
• Low-confidence	copy	number/structural	variant	calling

• Genome	Sequencing
• Confidently	call	>85%	of	reference	genome
• Confidently	call	copy	number/structural	variants
• Significantly	more	accurate	variant	(SNP/INDEL)	calling	relative	to	exome
• Price	for	WGS	comparable	to	exome	for	germline-only	projects



Exome	vs	Whole	Genome	Sequencing

• Depth	variance	MUCH	higher	for	
exome
• ~2-fold	more	variants	with	GQ	<	20	
for	exome
• Read	ratio	for	heterozygous	
variants	significantly	skewed	for	
exome
• Especially	pronounced	for	INDELs

average, 35 million reads per sample mapped to this region by
WGS, corresponding to a mean coverage of 39× (Table S1). We
first focused on the analysis of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs).
The mean (range) number of SNVs detected was 84,192
(82,940–87,304) by WES and 84,968 (83,340–88,059) by WGS.
The mean number of SNVs per sample called by both methods
was 81,192 (∼96% of all variants) (Fig. S1A). For 99.2% of these
SNVs, WES and WGS yielded the same genotype, and 62.4% of
these concordant SNVs were identified as heterozygous (Fig.
S1B). These results are similar to those obtained in previous WES
studies (1, 5, 22). Most of the remaining SNVs (329 of 415) with
discordant genotypes for these two techniques were identified as
homozygous variants by WES and as heterozygous variants by
WGS (Fig. S1B).
We then investigated, in WES and WGS data, the distribution

of the two main parameters assessing SNV quality generated by
the GATK variant-calling process (18): coverage depth (CD),
corresponding to the number of aligned reads covering a single
position; and genotype quality (GQ), which ranges from 0 to 100
(higher values reflect more accurate genotype calls). We also
assessed the minor-read ratio (MRR), which was defined as the
ratio of reads for the less covered allele (reference or variant al-
lele) over the total number of reads covering the position at which
the variant was called. Overall, we noted reproducible differences
in the distribution of these three parameters between WES and
WGS. The distribution of CD was skewed to the right in the WES
data, with a median at 50× but a mode at 18×, indicating low levels
of coverage for a substantial proportion of variants (Fig. 1A). By
contrast, the distribution of CD was normal-like for the WGS
data, with the mode and median coinciding at 38× (Fig. 1A). We
found that 4.3% of the WES variants had a CD of <8×, versus
only 0.4% of the WGS variants. The vast majority of variants called
by WES or WGS had a GQ close to 100. However, the proportion
of variants called by WES with a GQ of <20 (3.1%) was, on av-
erage, twice that for WGS (1.3%) (Fig. 1B). MRR followed a
similar overall distribution for WES and WGS heterozygous var-
iants, but peaks corresponding to values of MRR of 1/7, 1/6, 1/5,
and 1/4 were detected only for the WES variants (Fig. 1C). These
peaks probably corresponded mostly to variants called at a posi-
tion covered by only 7, 6, 5, and 4 reads, respectively. The overall

distributions of these parameters indicated that the variants
detected by WGS were of higher and more uniform quality than
those detected by WES.
Next, we looked specifically at the distribution of these pa-

rameters for the variants with genotypes discordant between WES
and WGS, denoted as discordant variants. The distribution of CD
for WES variants showed that most discordant variants had low
coverage, at about 2×, with a CD distribution very different from
that of concordant variants (Fig. S2A). Moreover, most discor-
dant variants had a GQ of <20 and an MRR of <0.2 for WES
(Fig. S2B). By contrast, the distributions of CD, GQ, and MRR
were very similar between WGS variants discordant with WES
results and WGS variants concordant with WES results (Fig. S2).
All these results indicate that the discordance between the ge-
notypes obtained by WES and WGS was largely due to the low
quality of WES calls for the discordant variants. We therefore
conducted subsequent analyses by filtering out low-quality vari-
ants. We retained SNVs with a CD of ≥8× and a GQ of ≥20, as
previously suggested (24), and with an MRR of ≥0.2. Overall,
93.8% of WES variants and 97.8% of WGS variants satisfied the
filtering criterion (Fig. S3A). We recommend the use of these
filters for projects requiring high-quality variants for analyses of
WES data. More than half (57.7%) of the WES variants filtered
out were present in the flanking 50-bp regions whereas fewer
(37.6%) of the WGS variants filtered out were present in these
regions. In addition, 141 filtered WES variants and 70 filtered WGS
variants per sample concerned the 2 bp adjacent to the exons,
which are key positions for splicing. After filtering, the two plat-
forms called an average of 76,195 total SNVs per sample, and the
mean proportion of variants for which the same genotype was
obtained with both techniques was 99.92% (range, 99.91–99.93%).
We then studied the high-quality (HQ) variants satisfying the

filtering criterion but called by only one platform. On average,
2,734 variants (range, 2,344–2,915) were called by WES but not
by WGS (Fig. S3A), and 6,841 variants (5,623–7,231) were called

Table 1. Specific regions of the genome covered by WES using
the 71-Mb ± 50 bp kit

Exon status

Exons from
protein-coding

genes

lincRNA miRNA snoRNAAll CCDS

Fully included 180,830 147,131 554 1,171 252
Partially included 129,946 34,892 855 94 93
Fully excluded 64,921 5,762 25,389 1,782 1,111

Total 375,697 187,785 26,798 3,047 1,456

Four types of genomic units were analyzed: exons from protein-coding
genes, microRNA (miRNA) exons, small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) exons, and
large intergenic noncoding RNA (lincRNA) exons as defined in Ensembl Bio-
mart (19). We determined the number of these units using the R Biomart
package (20) on the GRCh37/hg19 reference. We first considered exons from
protein-coding genes (denoted as “All”) obtained from Ensembl. The intronic
essential splice sites (i.e., the two intronic bp at the intron/exon junction) were
not included in our analysis of exons. Then we focused on protein-coding
exons with a known CDNA coding start and CDNA coding end that were pre-
sent in CCDS transcripts (21). For the counts, we excluded one of the duplicated
units of the same type, or units entirely included in other units of the same
type (only the longest unit would be counted in this case). We then deter-
mined the number of the remaining units that were fully or partly covered
when considering the genomic regions defined by the Agilent Sure Select
Human All Exon kit 71 Mb (v4 + UTR) with the 50-bp flanking regions.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the three main quality parameters for the variations
detected by WES or WGS. (A) Coverage depth (CD), (B) genotype quality
(GQ) score, and (C) minor-read ratio (MRR). For each of the three parame-
ters, we show the average over the six WES (red) and the six WGS (turquoise)
samples in SNVs (Left), insertions (Center), and deletions (Right).

5474 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1418631112 Belkadi et al.

Belkadi et	al.,	2015	PNAS



Exome	Capture	Considerations

• Significant	capture	and	enrichment	
biases	for	different	kits
• Illustrates	issue	with	combining	
samples	from	multiple	kits
• For	germline-only	analysis,	WGS	
strongly	preferred
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Figure 4. Differences in sensitivity to GC content among all platform-vendor combinations (average of all six DNA samples). (A and B) Scatter plot
showing GC content and achieved read depth of RefSeq exons (coding and UTR) for the three updated exome enrichment platforms performed by the
same vendor (V1, A) and different vendors (V2–V4, B), exemplified for sample 7344 (plots of all six samples are shown in Supplementary Figures S15
and S16). (C) Mean read depth of RefSeq exons per GC content shown as means of all samples. (D) Mean 20× coverage of RefSeq exons per GC content
shown as means of all samples.

Meienberg et	al.,	2015	Nucleic	Acids	Research



Familial	Sequencing	Design

• Power	is	the	primary	limiting	factor
• When	budgets	are	limited,	decisions	have	to	be	made	about	who	to	
sequence
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Familial	Sequencing	Design

• 3	cases,	no	controls
• 3,176	candidates

• 3	cases,	1	spousal	control	(ethinicity matched)	- 1542	candidates
• +1	spouse	controls	- 1121	candidates
• +1	case	- 525	candidates

• 3	cases,	1	related	control	- 854	candidates
• +1	related	control	- 307	candidates
• +1	case	– 284	candidates F9 F10* F1* F13F11* F14F12*

F4F3 F2* F16* F15

F5* F6* F7* F8

F2-2F49
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F183* F185F184 F187
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Familial	Sequencing	Design

• 3	cases,	no	controls
• 3,176	candidates

• 3	cases,	1	spousal	control	(ethinicity matched)	- 1542	candidates
• +1	spouse	controls	- 1121	candidates
• +1	case	- 525	candidates

• 3	cases,	1	related	control	- 854	candidates
• +1	related	control	- 307	candidates
• +1	case	– 284	candidates F9 F10* F1* F13F11* F14F12*

F4F3 F2* F16* F15

F5* F6* F7* F8

F2-2F49

F191F190

F183* F185F184 F187

F186
F197*

S25

F201

ALWAYS	PERFORM	ETHNICITY-AWARE	FILTERING!!!!



• 3	cases,	no	controls
• 3,176	candidates	with	global	allele	frequency	
threshold	of	≤0.01
• 2,923	candidates	with	EUR-only!
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FFPE	vs	Fresh/Frozen	Tissue	– 50X	target	depth
Fresh/Frozen FFPE



Somatic	Variant	Calling	– Best	Practices

• STRONGLY	favor	paired	tumor/normal	design
• Includes	non-human	samples

• For	non-human	samples
• >=3	control/”germline”	samples

• >=100X/50X	mean	depth	for	tumor/normal	samples
• Significantly	higher	target	depth	for	FFPE	samples
• Tumor	purity	>50%	(ideally,	>60%)



Germline	Variant	Calling	– Best	Practices

• Whole	genome	strongly	preferred
• >=30X	mean	target	depth
• Superior	to	exome	for	structural	variants,	copy	number	
analysis

• Germline	exome
• >=50X	mean	depth

• For	familial/trio	analyses,	we	strongly	encourage	early	
consultation
• Selection	of	samples	for	sequencing	can	be	CRUCIAL	to	
maximizing	power



Pipeline	Details…



Pipeline	Details…

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

• All	variant	calling	follows	the	
same	basic	approach

Read	Processing/QC



Pipeline	Details…

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Read	Processing/QC



Pipeline	Details…

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Read	Processing/QC



Pipeline	Details…
Read	Processing/QC

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Local	realignment

• Indel realignment



Pipeline	Details…
Read	Processing/QC

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

• Multiple	sources	of	quality	score	bias



Pipeline	Details…
Read	Processing/QC

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

• Alignment	QC



Read	Processing/QC

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation
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• Additional	QC
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Variant	Calling	at	CCBR



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Read	Processing/QC
Joint*discovery*empowers*discovery*at*difficult*sites*

•  If*we*analyze*Sample*#1*or*
Sample*#N*alone*we*are*not*
confident*that*the*variant*is*
real*

•  If*we*see*both*samples*then*
we*are*more*confident*that*
there*is*real*varia)on*at*this*
site*in*the*cohort*

Germline
• Joint	genotype	with	
GATK	HaplotypeCaller
with	hard	filters
• SNPs/short	INDELs

• MANTA
• Large	INDELs
• Translocations
• Inversions
• Duplications



GATK	- Variant	Quality	Score	Recalibration	(VQSR)
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Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Read	Processing/QC

Somatic
• MuTect,	MuTect2	(with	hard	
filters),	Strelka



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Read	Processing/QC

Somatic
• MuTect,	MuTect2,	Strelka
• Copy	number	– CNVkit,	
THetA2
• Structural	Variation

• MANTA
• DELLY

Variant	Annotation



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

Read	Processing/QC

Somatic
• MuTect,	MuTect2,	Strelka
• Copy	number	– CNVkit,	THetA2
• Structural	Variation

• MANTA
• DELLY



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

Read	Mapping

BAM	Processing/QC

Variant	Calling

Variant	Annotation

• AVIA!	https://avia-abcc.ncifcrf.gov
• SnpEff
• Oncotator ->	MutSigCV

Read	Processing/QC



Variant	Annotation	– AVIA

Vhong et	al.	2015,	Bioinformatics



Variant	Annotation	- AVIA
• Created	and	maintained	at	NCI-Frederick	by	ABCC	team	
members
• Hue	Vhong and	Uma	Mudunuri

• Comprehensive	annotation	of	human	and	mouse	genomes
• Flexible	input/output	format
• VCF	and	BED	inputs
• Tabular	and	annotated	VCF	outputs

• Highly	customizable	annotations
• hg19/GRCh37,	hg18,	mm10	currently	available
• hg38	available	in	the	very	near	future



AVIA	Annotations



AVIA	Annotations



AVIA	Annotations



AVIA	Annotations



AVIA	Annotations



Example	Results	- Web



Example	Results	- Text
Effect	Annotations



Example	Results	- Text
Allele	frequencies



Example	Results	- Visualizations

Circos
plots

Protein	Mutation	Model



Example	Results	- Pathways



Variant	Verification

True	Positive False	Positive

• ABSOLUTELY	CRUCIAL!!
• ALVIEW	(https://github.com/NCIP/alview)
• Internally-developed	tool	for	BAM/SAM	visualization	(Richard	Finney)



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing

4.0

Reads

Mapping	- BWAmem

BAM	processing	-
markdups,	header,	
sort,	realign,	recal

HaplotypeCaller

SnpEff AVIA

Merge	with	
knowns

Genotype	gVCFs

MultiQC

QC	Analyses	– FastQC,	
Bamstats,	

Qualimap,FastQ_Screen
Admixture

Pairwise	genetic
distance
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Manta

Germline	Variant	Calling



Germline	Final	Outputs
• multiqc_report.html – final	report	after	initialQC AND	after	variant	calling
• Merged	VCFs	(with	and	without	SNPeff)
• combined.vcf – completely	unfiltered	variants
• combined.relaxedFilter.vcf**
• combined.strictFilter.vcf

• Structural	Variants	–manta_out/results/variants/
• Sample	VCFs	-sample_vcfs/
• sample_network.bmp
• full_annot.txt.zip – full	AVIA annotation	table
• variants.database – AVIA	annotation	table	with	sample	genotypes	added
• *recal.bam files	– final	BAM	for	each	sample

filtered	for	on-target	variants,	in	
addition	to	hard	quality	filters



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	
Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing
• Excellent	performance	in	Precision	
FDA	Challenge

Germline	Variant	Calling
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Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• Multiple	Variant	Calling	CCBR	Pipelines
• Whole	genome
• Whole	exome/targeted	sequencing

Somatic	Variant	Calling

SnpEff-Cancer

Mutect2

Reads

Mapping

AVIA

BAM	processing	-
markdups,	header,	sort,	

realign,	recal
somatic

Conpair

CNVkit Mutect Strelka

Oncotator

MutSigCV

Delly +	Manta

HaplotypeCaller

germline

Contamination

Theta2
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Somatic	Final	Outputs
• multiqc_report.html – final	report	after	initialQC
AND	after	variant	calling

• Merged	and	sample	VCFs	(with	and	without	
SNPeff)
• strelka_out/*.vcf
• mutect_out/*.vcf
• mutect2_out/*.vcf

• sample_network.bmp
• full_annot.txt.zip – full	AVIA annotation	table	for	
MuTect2	final	VCF

• variants.database – AVIA	annotation	table	with	
sample	genotypes	added

• *recal.bam files	– final	BAM	for	each	sample
• Oncotator annotated	sample	MAFs	and	merged	
MAFs	for	each	caller

• mutect_out/oncotator_out/
• mutect2_out/oncotator_out/
• strelka_out/oncotator_out/

• MutSigCV results	for	each	caller
• mutect_out/mutsigCV_out/
• mutect2_out/mutsigCV_out/
• strelka_out/mutsigCV_out/

• Tumor	purity/clonality –
theta2_out/sample_dir/*.BEST.results

• Contamination	– conpair_out/*.conpair
• Copy-number	results	– cnvkit_out/sample_dir/*
• Structural	variant	results

• delly_out/*bcf
• manta_out/*



Variant	Calling	at	CCBR

• All	pipelines	(and	several	others)	
available	through	CCBR_Pipeliner app
• Just	need	Biowulf account
• https://github.com/CCBR/Pipeliner
• module	load	ccbrpipeliner (enter)
• ccbrpipe.sh (enter)



Now	lets	look	at	Exome-seq Pipeline	Output

• test	reads:	/data/CCBR/datashare/BTEP/reads
• example	pipeline:	/data/CCBR/datashare/pipe_example2/exome_test3



Downstream	Analysis
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Analysis	of	Publicly	Available	Datasets

• In-depth	analysis	of	large,	public	datasets
• 1k	Genomes,	ExAC
• TCGA

TCGA	Mutational	Load	Analysis
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